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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we seek the existence of solutions of singular problems of 
the form 
LusL (Pit) I4’(t))‘=J‘(t, 14pu’) 
4(t) 
on (0, 1) 
with u( 1) = 0 and boundary conditions at t = 0 to be determined according 
to the behavior of p( t) near t = 0. We will always assume at least that p. q E 
C[O, l]nC’(O, l] with p,q>O on (0, I] and p(O)=O. 
By direct substitution, we see that u,(t)- 1 and u?(t)=j: &p(s) are 
linearly independent solutions of LU =0 on (0, 1). Thus, if p satisfies 
jh &/p(s) < XX, then U, and zd2 both remain bounded near t = 0 and so we 
consider the Dirichlet problem 
Lu =J‘( t. u, pu’) on (0, 1) 
u(O)=O, ~(l)=o. 
On the other hand, if p satisfies j; &/p(s) = ok, then u2 becomes unboun- 
ded near t= 0, and the Dirichlet problem as stated above is incorrect. In 
this case we will therefore seek bounded solutions and thus we consider the 
following problem: 
Lu = f( t, 24, pu’ ) 
u continuous at t = 0, 
on (0, 1) 
u( 1) = 0. 
For this problem further conditions will be imposed upon p and q, which 
will be described as needed. 
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For convenience, we denote the above problems collectively by 
Lu=f(t, u, pu’) on (0, 1) 
Ii E 3 
where it is understood that UEW means that u satisfies the appropriate 
boundary conditions depending on the behavior of p near t =0 as 
described above. 
Linear problems of this type arise in the study of generalized axially sym- 
metric potentials [S]. In [ 11, numerical solutions for the above nonlinear 
Dirichlet problem have been considered for certain classes of functions f 
which are independent of u’. For classes of regular boundary value 
problems (p, q > 0 on [0, 1 I), general conditions on the function A which 
ensure the existence of a solution, have recently been given in [3,4]. Our 
aim here is to show that the main results of [3,4] may be extended to the 
singular problems described above. 
Section 2 contains definitions and a number of technical results concern- 
ing the differential operator L and the solutions of the given boundary 
value problems. In particular, a priori L” bounds are obtained for 
solutions u of the given problems which in turn are used to obtain a priori 
L” bounds for pu’, In Section 3 we use the a priori bounds to obtain 
existence results using a topological transversality result due to Granas 
[a]. Section 4 contains some concluding remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION. Let L: D(L)+ C[O,l] be the operator defined by Lu- 
(pu’)‘/q, where 
D(L)= (u: UEC[O, 11, Jn4’EC[O, 11, L#EC[O, 11, UEA?}. 
DEFINITION. (a) (CO, 1 . lo) denotes the Banach space of functions 
u E C[O, l] with 
I40= oy, lu(r)l. . . 
(b) (c’, 1. I,) denotes the Banach space of functions UE C[O, I], 
pu’~C[0, l] with 
IulI =max(l~lo, IPU’I~~ 
The following theorem, which follows from a topological transversality 
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result due to Granas [2], forms the basis of our existence results. It is 
stated in a form suitable for our purpose. 
THEOREM G. For 0 6 /I < 1. consider the Iamily of boundary value 
problems ( P );. , 
Lu = Aft, u, pu’) on (0, 1) 
UEA3 
connecting the problem (P), rrith the problem (P),. Let T,: c’ + D(L) be a 
family of nonlinear operators such that T, is completely continuous as an 
operator from S’ into 2;‘. Suppose 
(a) (P)A is equivalent to the nonlinear operator equation 
u= T,u. 
(b) T,=O. 
(c) There exists a constant M >O such that lu(, 6 M .for ever? 
solution u of(P);. 
Then T, has a fixed point u E e1 which solves P, 
We now develop some properties of the operator L. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose p satisfies 
(Hl) Jh ds/p(s) < ix, or 
(H-2) j:, Wp(s) = a 
(H3) j:, l/p(s) ls, q(T) ds ds < ccl. 
Then the operator L has an inverse L-l: C[O, l] + D(L). 
Proof. Since the general solution of Lu = 0 is given by u = c, + c2 
f: ds/p(s), an application of either set of boundary conditions yields u E 0. 
Thus L is one to one on D(L) and L-’ exists. In order to show that the 
domain of L-’ is C[O, 11, it suffices to show that L is onto C[O, 11. We 
will consider the two cases separately. 
(a) Let p satisfy (Hl ). For any h E C[O, 11, set 
u(t)=S’g(t,~)q(r)h(g)d: 0 (2.1) 
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where 
’ 1 ds 
I-I 
: ds 5 
I p(s) opo’ t’L, = -4 
’ ds 
-1 0 P(S) 
It follows from (2.1) that II E D(L 
cco, 11. 
) and Lu = h on (0. I ). Thus L is onto 
(b) Let p satisfy (H2), (H3). For any heC[O, I], set 
u(t)= -j[‘+Jq(r)h(T)drds. (2.2) 
It then follows from (2.2) that u E C(0, 11, PU’E C’[O, 11. Lu = k (thus Lu E 
C[O, 11) and u( 1) = 0. In order to conclude that u E D(L) if suffices to show 
that u is continuous at t = 0. However, this follows from (2.2) and (H3), 
since 
and therefore 
lu(f) -u(O)1 = ji:h : q(5) h(T) dT dsi I j 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemmu 2.1, L ‘: Co --) ?’ is com- 
pact. 
ProoJ Let the sequence {hn} be bounded in Co, i.e., jh,l, < C, and set 
u,= L-‘h,. If p satisfies (Hl), it follows from (2.1) that 
bnlo 6golqh,lo, I~u:,lo~ l~hnlo, I(pd,)‘l 6 lh,lo (2.3) 
where go = maxO s ,.< $ 1 I g( t, 4 )I. Moreover, 
From (2.3) and (2.4) it follows that the sequences {u,,), {pui} are 
409. I IS 2.7 
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uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. Thus by the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem, it readily follows that L ~~ ’ is compact. 
Similarly, if p satisfies (H2), (H3), we use (2.2) to deduce that 
Moreover, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
As above, we conclude that L - ’ is compact. 
We now consider some properties of the solutions of problem (I’),, 
where the function .f satisfies some or all of the following hypotheses: 
(Ff ) f(t, U, ~9) is continuous on [0, I] x R x R. 
(F2) There is a constant M0 > 0 such that uf’( 1, II, 0) > 0 for ]u( > M,. 
(F3) There exist constants A, B > 0 such that 
I.fct, 2.4, p4’jl s A(pdY + B 
for (t, U)E [0, l] x [-M,, M,]. 
Remark. We note that in particular, f( t, u(l), p(t)u’(t)) E C[O, I] if 
UE C’. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let .f satisjj (Fl) and let p satisfy’, in addition to (H2), the 
following conditions: 
(H4) lim,,, +(tp’(tj/p(t)) = l/a > -1 
W5) lim,,, +(q(t)Mt)) = l/B > 0 
where a, p are constants. Let u E D(L) be a solution of’ problem (P),. Then 
u E @[IO, 1 ] and u’(O) = 0. 
Proqf For u E D(L), it follows that 
IflO=maxg.,.I Mt. 4th p(t)u’(t))l -=c KJ. 
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Since conditions (H4), (H5) imply (H3) holds, it follows from (2.2) with 
f(t) replaced by Af(t, u, pu’), that 
Two applications of L’HBpital’s rule together with (H4), (H5) imply 
u’(0) = 0. Similarly, 
u"(0) = lim 
u’(r)-u’(0) 
r-o+ t 
i 1 
= lim - 
r-o+ tp(t) I 
q(T)f(L U(T), P(T) U’(T)) dT 
0 
&(~)f(h U(f), P(l) u’(t)) 
= lim - 
r-o+ p(t) 1 + fP’(t)/P(r) 
Jm u(O), 0) @I = 
B ( ) 
- < ‘X’. 
ix+1 
It now follows easily from the differential equation that u”(t) is continuous 
at r = 0, and thus u E C2[0, I]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let p satisf~~ (HI ) or (H2), (H4), (H5) and ler f sati.sjj~ 
(Fl), (F2). Then lulo<Mo, where u is any solution to problem (P)i. 
Proof: Since lu(t)l E C[O, I], it follows that lu(t)] assumes its maximum 
at some r,, E [0, 11. If u( to) = 0 or if A. = 0, then the result is trivial. 
Suppose p satisfies (Hl ). Then we may assume 0 < 16 1, to E (0, 1) and 
u(t,) > 0. Since ~‘(2,) = 0 and u”(t,) d 0, it follows from the differential 
equation in (P)A that 
08 P(fo) ~"(~o)=~q(~o)f(~o, u(to), 0) 
which implies 
0 2 u(to) Ato, u(to), 0). 
(The last inequality also holds if u(t,) < 0.) In view of (F2) we must have 
lu(t,)l < M, and therefore ]ulo < MO. 
Now suppose p satisfies (H2), (H4), (H5). Then we may assume that 
0 < 1 G 1 and to E [0, 1). But, if to E (0, I), we can apply the argument used 
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above to conclude that (ul,b M,. Therefore, it suffices to let t,=O. Sup- 
pose to the contrary that lu(O)( 2 M,. Writing the differential equation in 
the form 
lP’(l) u’(t) &l(f) u”([)+--=- 
P(l) t 
p(r) f(h 4th P(f) u’(t)) 
and recalling that u E C2[0, I], u’(0) = 0 (Lemma 2.3), and taking into 
account (H4), (H5) we get 
u”(0) +d u”(0) = fN0, u(O), 0). 
Since l/cc > -1, l/p > 0, and (F2) holds, 
( ) 1 + i 
u(0) u”(0) = i u(0) f(0, u(O), 0) > 0. P 
If u(0) > 0, then u”(0) > 0 and so u’(t) is strictly increasing near t = 0. Thus 
u’(t) > u’(0) =0 for t >O near zero which implies that u(r) is strictly 
increasing near t = 0. However, this contradicts the assumption that u(0) = 
lu(O)] is the maximum of IuI on [0, 11. Likewise, if u(0) < 0, a similar con- 
tradiction arises. Thus lu(O)l 6 M0 and the proof is complete. 
We are now prepared for our main a priori estimate. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let p ~urisJv (H 1) or (H2), (H4), (H5) and let .f sarisjj, 
(F 1 t( F3 ). Then there exists a consrant M > 0 such that ( UI , < M, where u is 
any solution to problem (P), . 
Proof In view of Lemma 2.4, it suffices to exhibit a constant M, such 
that lpu’l,, 6 M,. Since u E g\, u’ vanishes at least once in [0, 1 ] (recall 
Lemma 2.3). Thus each point t such that u’(r) # 0 belongs to an interval 
[p, v] such that U’ maintains a fixed sign on [p, V] and u’(p) and/or u’(v) 
is zero. For definiteness, assume u’(p) = 0 and U’ 2 0 on [p, v]. Then (F3) 
implies 
(PU’)‘d I(PU’)‘l G I4lolf(~,~,P~‘)l d Mo(~(P~‘Y + w 
or 
2Apu’( pu’)’ 
A(pu’)2+ B 
< 2lql, Apu’. 
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Integrating from p to t and applying Lemma 2.4 yields 
or 
Similarly, the other cases that might occur are treated and thus 
lul,6M=M,+M,. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p satisjj (H 1) or (H2), (H4), (H5) and let f satis-v 
( F 1 t( F3 ). Then problem (P) , has a solution. 
Proof For 0 Q A,< 1 consider the family of bounded operators 
F,: c;’ + Co defined by 
(F,u)(f) =Y(c u(t), p(t) u’(t)). 
In view of Lemma 2.1, the family of boundary value problems (P)A is 
equivalent to the operator equation 
u= L-lF,u. 
Moreover, in view of Lemma 2.2, the nonlinear operator T* E L-IF,: 
c:’ + c’ is completely continuous. Since To = 0, it follows from Lemma 2.5 
that the hypotheses of Theorem G are satisfied and therefore T, has a fixed 
point u E D(L) which satisfies problem (P), . 
COROLLARY 3.1. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is valid if we replace 
hypothesis (F2) by the weaker hypothesis: 
(F2’) There is a constant MO > 0 such that uf( t, u, 0) 2 0 for Iu( > MO. 
Proof: By what was just proved, the boundary value problem 
Lu=f(t, 24, pu’)++ on (0, 1) 
has a solution U,E D(L) such that Iu,/, GM* for some M* which is 
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independent of n. Moreover, from the differential equation above and 
hypothesis (Fl), there is a constant N (independent of n) such that 
lLu,10 = I(puk)‘/ql,, 6 N. By the argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.2, 
there exists a subsequence of {u,} which is easily seen to converge to a 
solution of problem (P), , and the proof is complete. 
From Corollary 3.1 we immediately deduce 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let p sati$v (Hl ) or (H2), (H4), (HS) and let f satisJ1 
(Fl), (F2’) and 
(F3’) There are functions A(t, u), B(t, u) > 0, bounded on compact 
subsets in [0, l] x R, such that 
If(4 K PU’Y <A(& uNPu’)* + B(t, u). 
Then problem (P), has a solution. 
Remark. In Corollary 3.2, hypothesis (F3’) can be replaced by the more 
general condition 
for (6 U)E CO, 11 x C-M,, M,l, where $ > 0, I/$ is integrable on each 
bounded interval in [0, S) and 
I r xdx -‘~~cllPl&lcl. 0 Il/(-u) 
We refer the reader to [4] where the essential details are presented along 
with numerous enlightening examples. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. The function p(t) = tk, 0 < k < 1, clearly satisfies hypothesis (Hl ), 
whereas p(t) = q(t) = tk, k >, 1, satisfies hypotheses (H2), (H4), (H5). 
2. Let r(t)E C[O, 11, and let p and f satisfy the hypotheses of 
Corollary 3.2. Then the boundary value problem 
Lu + ru = f( t, u, pu’) on (0, 1) 
UEW 
has a solution if r d 0. It suffices to note that under this assumption on r, 
u(f(t, u, 0) - ru) > 0 for JuI sufficiently arge. 
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3. The results of this paper can be applied to boundary value 
problems with inhomogeneous boundary conditions. For example, consider 
the Dirichlet problem 
Lu=f(t,u,pu’) on (0, 1) 
40)=4l, u(l)=u, 
where p satisfies (Hl ), (H4) and f satisfies (Fl ), (F2), (F3’). A simple 
modification of the proof of Lemma 2.4 shows that, if u is any solution of 
the above problem, then (u(,< M* = max{(u,(, (u,(, M,). If we set t’= 
u-l(r), where r(t)=u,+(~,-z+,) t2 then l~l~<M*+ Ill0 and moreover c’ 
satisfies 
where 
Lv = F( 1, 0, po’) on (0, 1) 
u(0) = 0, u(l)=0 
F(t,v,po’)=f(t,u+I,pd+pl’)-2(u,-u,)(p+p’t). 
Note that (H4) implies that (p +p’t) is bounded on [0, 11. This together 
with (F3’) implies that F satisfies the same type of growth estimate asJ: As 
a consequence, there exists a constant it4 such that 1~1, GM. By the 
argument of Theorem 3.1, the problem for u and hence the problem for u 
has a solution. 
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